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MACHINED SHAFT

machines available 
for free leasing 

preferential price list with 
competitive prices 

C.H.I.C.
constantly innovative 
products 



easy, fast, convenient

ABOUT SPAZIO GIESSE

ONLY FOR WINDOW MAKERS 
WHO JOIN THE SPAZIO 
GIESSE PROGRAMME

Spazio Giesse is an integrated, scalable and high-tech 
solution that streamlines aluminium frame production 
and rod cutting while minimising costs, times and 
margin of error. 

 - The system consists of an automatic or semi-
automatic machine for cutting and machining control 
rods;

 - a preferential price list with more competitive prices 
reserved for the purchase of products such as our 
dedicated polyamide rods;

 - a complete range of cutting-edge products and 
components, which are constantly redeveloped to 
optimise their performance.



PRODUCTIVITY

EFFICIENCY 

SAVINGS

FLEXIBILITY 

Reduce waste and margin of error 
during production

Free machines and reserved products 
at competitive prices

Compatible with all openings for 
small or large spaces

CONTROL PAD
New control PAD with SMART 
TOUCH technology — even 
faster and easier to use!



CONTINUITY
Work continuously 
on the main types of 
window with rod.

Rod cutting 
and head/
tail drilling

Ø8 
intermediate 

holes

Pawl 
insertion

Rod 
machining

Rod shaping

Side-hung Tilt-and-turn Bottom-hungSecurity 
sash



PATENTED SYSTEM

RESERVED PRICE LIST

Only innovative products and quality hardware are 
included in the preferential price list.

Only window makers who choose SPAZIO GIESSE can 
purchase our special polyamide rods in maxi-rolls of 
200 m at a reserved and more competitive price, plus a 
range of high-quality hardware.



SPAZIO GIESSE provides a wide choice of exclusive and 
constantly updated solutions in terms of aesthetics and 
technology, design and safety.

Our range of components is a shining example of 
innovation, quality and constant research.

CONSTANTLY INNOVATING

C.H.I.C.

FUTURA

SUPRA7
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GIESSE S.p.A. Via Tubertini 1, 40054 Budrio (BO), Italia
Tel: +39 051 8850000 | email: info.it@tyman.com 

Four brands, one brilliant identity. 

A brighter sky. 

tyman-international.com

We are Tyman International, a division of the Tyman group, worldwide 
supplier of engineered fenestration components and access solutions. 

We strive to design brilliant hardware that improves performance, reliability 
and assembly speed, redefining the standard of windows and doors. 

Our aim is to transform the security, comfort and sustainability of buildings 
through our expert touch. 


